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nenberg. This version of the modernization of Protestantism has two results: 
either left or right-wing. The left-wing PanneniJerg School Ieads to an ideal

istic philosophy of religion, to a theory of the Al)solute as the ultimate version 
of theology. The right wing tends to historicize theology, as for example, the

ology as history of theology (like the history of ideas). A robust Hegelianism 

can be found to haunt both positions. 
The philosophy of history, like its theological version »theology of his

tory<<, is a late consequence of the Hegelian way. lt was a transformation of 
Hegel's philosophy of history by nineteenth-century historicism and by the 
twentieth-century school of J. Ritter: the history of concepts as final form of 
philosophy. The problems are well known: Universalgeschichte like Heils
geschichteis the normative and all-encompassing horizon into which every

thing must be integrated (in order >>to be«). 
Totality and universality are problems that appear in a certain version of 

hermeneutics. Heideggerianism or its »urbanized« form in Gadamer also rep

resents and undergirds a phHosophy of the one and only history (Wirkungs

geschichte). The family resemblances between history and hermeneutics on 
this point of universality make for a quite interesting comparison with Roman 
Catholicism. The view of history, the all-encompassing horizon of horizons, 

and its normative teleology all converge. These three converging points are 
burdens that are neither necessary nor very helpful, either for historical 
studies, or for dogmatics, or ethics. 

What are possible alternatives? Same options include: poetics and 
hermeneutics; deconstruction; other theories of history like Ricoeur's, Blu
menberg's or Rüsen's; »genealogy« in line with Foucault and Agamben. These 
alternatives can help expand the horizon. 

6. A third option for theology (though not really) is to de-theologize theology 

by transforming it into a sociology of religion. some theologians are currently 
working to modernize Protestantism in line with the Troeltsch-tradition (and 

Max Weber), and are transforming it profoundly. Rendtorff thought that dog
matics had to be turned into ethics as the modern form of dogmatics. But in 

the end Graf seemed to turn dogmatics into an antidogmatic (and anti-theo

lögical?) sociology of religion {a sociology of the early twentieth century). The

ology appears as history. Theology appears as a sociological observation in 
contemporary theological formulations. The antagonism between dogmatics 
and anti-dogmatics seems to hold for the necessary antagonism between Old 

and Neo-Protestantism. Does the new one claimtobe »beyond« Reformation 

theology? Does the new one suppose it is still a »reception« of Reformation 
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theology or is it more of a farewell (with a small gesture of overcoming »Ref

ormation«)? 

7. Behind these »short stories« are some basic antagonisms in the Reforma

tion tradition today. There is still one serious antagonism that is at work 
amid these other basic antagonisms underlining the modern forms that Ref

ormation theology has taken on. This is the antagonism between Barthianism 

and liberalism. It is an unfortunate alternative and exposes the unhappy con
sciousness of contemporary theology. 

Barth's and the so-called >>Barthian« criticism of modernity succeeded in 
giving Protestantism a new image and outlook. The Barthians revitalized the 

Reformation pathos, ethos, and Iogos against a totalitarian state. But, as the 
Rendtorff School has shown, the revitalization occurred at the expense of the 
dialectic that I have already mentioned: as time goes by, one becomes more and 
more like one's enemies. The juxtaposition between Barth and modernity led 
to an anti-totalitarianism in the name of a high er total autbority. Barthianism 

became anti-liberal. These anti-liberal tendencies are obvious in the left-wing 
Barth School, especially in the political theologies advanced in Barth's name. 

But is the revival of liberalism the right antidote to Barthianisin? The an

swer depends on the goals of liberalism and on its function. Necrliberalism in 
theology can become an enduring anti-Barthianism. The last Barthian will be 
a liberal who is obsessed and bewitched by Barth, while he cannot not oppose 

him. The final form (Gestalt) of Barthianism seems to be anti-Barthianism. 
This telos is not merely ironic, but a cornmon development in the history of 

science. The critique of a past paradigm is much more enduring (or durable) 
than the paradigm that was actually criticized. 

8. A more interesting question for theology appears behind the struggles be

tween Barthianism and liberalism. The precarious separation between dog

malies and historical theology is an antagonism that identifies an important 
problern in Reformation theology. The problern is presupposed by questions 

concerning the sola scriptura. Historical studies led to the questioning of the 
merely formal authority of scripture. The notion of sola scriptura seems now 

tobe almost irrelevant. Historical studies are interested with everything, but 

rarely with the exclusive and normative impact of the scriptures. Dogmatics, 
like ethics, answers its questions often without referring to scripture. Is the 
sola scriptura therefore worthless? l prefer not to draw this conclusion. Scrip

ture still has and must have a regulative function. As regulative, scripture in
forms a framework that implies exclusions and inclusions. Scripture informs 
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both the perspective by which Protestantism lives and the horizonthat gives 
)>US<< the ability to see differently from others. lf one ignores this critical 
function of scripture, one would eradicate a fundamental building block of 

theology. 
How can modern Reformation theologians rP.sper.t scripture in its regu-

lative capacity and make use of scripture in a way that attends to its function 
in framing modern Protestant thought? In a few words: no deduction or un
questioned normative claim is possible. Theologians must answer their ques
tions by taking a responsible position vis-a-vis the tradition's understanding 
of scripture as significant for Protestant theological framing. Of coursenot in 

regards to the tota scriptura, but to the key Protestant topic: the theologia cru
cis. And what about the historians? Aren't they free to do whatever they 
want? I suppose, as theologians, they are committed to answering the chal
lenges of theoiogy.2 Their contributions point to the relevance and results of 

historical studies for theology. 

9. Reformation theology was primarily envisioned as an emancipating and 
freeing of »science« in the name of the worldliness of the world. It was con
ceived as an act of legitimating the profanity of the profane. Academic theol
ogy is therefore not limited by an eternal doctrine. Whenever it is, theology 
is in the making of theology. The limitation provided by a critical regulative 
idea (that I have mentioned above) is not a Iimitation that disqualifies certain 
topics. Rather theology's limits qualify certain topics and orient these topics 
by making the relevant and appropriate distinction for theology. 

Limitation in this precise sense becomes a problern in these late-modern 
times of inter- and transdisciplinarity. Just as biblical exegetes often prefer to 
cooperate with their neighbors who specialize in the Ancient Near East or 
other related disciplines, dogmatic theologians often prefer to cooperate with 
philosophers or sociologists, etc. Theology is accustomed to academic neighbor
love. And that, of course, is not a disadvantage, quite the contrary. 

The love of one's neighbor does not transpire without problems, at least 
in an academic milieu. If theologians obey the mandate to ~Iove neighbor 
more than self« too rigorously, they dissolve their discipline into their beloved 
neighbor-discipline.s: biblical studies are dissolved into philology or religious 
studies; church history into mere history; practical theology into educational 

2 
Editors' note: Biblical scholars and church historians who work from a historical 

perspective are considered theologians in the German context, whereas in an Angl()
American context they are not. 
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sturlies or aesthetics; dogmatics into philosophy; and theological ethics into 
law or philosophlcal ethics. 

The result is a »theology in dissolutiom. Theology is no Ionger Reforma
tion theology, but is the dissolution of theology. Neighbor-love can become dan
gerous ifit ends up in self-<lenial.I offer a corrective to this danger. Theology 
is interesting in an inter- and transdiscipHnary context only if it offers a dis
tinct theological perspective. This comrnitment to theological distinctiveness 
does not mean that the role of a neo-conservative theologian is inevitably as
sumed. Rather it rneans that theology must be a challenge by virtue of its own 
perspective. If theology no Ionger issues a noteworthy challenge, it will no 
Ionger be noticed. 

10. To generalize a little: the contemporary struggle in the reception and 
transformation of Reformation theology consists of the struggle between De
theologizing and Re-theologizing. I have referred above to the unfruitfu1 and un
happy dialectic between theology's de-theologizing by neo-liherals and its re
theologizing by neo-conservatives. The latter has a double result: a new 
confessionalisrn that stresses its own Lutheranism or more often in parts of 
ecumenical discussions, the re-catholization of Protestantism. 

All three options - the de-theologizing and the re-theologizing of theol
ogy that ends up stressing either Lutheranism or Roman Catholicism - are 
ultimately transformations as dissolutions: a dissolution of Protestantism into 
culture; an ecumenical dissolution merging back with Rome; or a dissolution 
of Lutheranism into regional congregations. 

The relation of theology and the church is remarkable because there is a 
symptomatic divergence between the two: theology without the church (or 
even against it) and theology strictly for the church. Both tendencies are not 
without problems that result when the divergence is either extended or dis
sipated. If the church supports theology, the church is merely advancing its 
own agenda; it produces pastors, faciliates the increase of membership in 
times of membership decline, etc. Conversely theology without the church 
»doesn't« care anymore and becomes indifferent or even polemical. 

Theology must obviously carve a rniddle ground between the two ex
tremes. Theology was for Luther and for the Reformation movement not only 
a background theory that would advance the church. Theology was against 
the ))Old<< and for the »new« in the name of its origins. Theology's relation to 
the church is always pro and con. Theology is free to be and sornetimes has 
tobe against the church, but simultaneously in its opposition it must be in fa
vor of a different church. Theology is only theology if it is sometimes free not 
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to follow the church's interests. Uut whatever_dt~cision theology _makes in 

view of church, theology can never lost' its rdatwn to the church Wlthout los

ing its character as theology. 

3 ÜUTLOOK: POSSIBLE VIRTUES OF THEOLOGY 

In the above two sections [ have attemph~d to more or less answer the ques· 
tion (the gift) of the editors. In this section I think it helpful to I expose some 

outlooks for the ways in which theology in the Heformation tradition can be 

used. Let us imagine the following strugglt~ lwtween theology's vices and 

virtues: 

1. Ascriptions to and expectations for theology are often the following: 

theology gives normative orientation (an epistemic, Pthical, and worldview 

function); it is the guardian of values an(l normativity (an ethi<:al function); 

it gives the modern state what it hy itsP.If cannot guarantee (a political 

function; Böckenförde etc.); it is the foundation and essence of culture (a 

catholic substance or ontological function); it provides quality management 

for the churches (an ecclesiological function); and it serves as the institution 

in which pastors and teachers are ectur:ated (an eclucational function). 

Theology can »fulfill« all these functinns. Whether these functions are ful

filled or not, they are arguments for theology's presenr.e in the late-modern 

state andin the academy. But these functions aregenerat external ascriptions 

and expectations. They are theology's tasks hut I suppose they are merely ex

trinsic. They insinuate that theology has primarily a doctrinal form (Gestalt) 

and normative impact. Theology supports state and r.hurr:h and is thoughtto 

be useful for the public sphere (if one admits that theology has a right oreven 
a duty to enter into the public sphere). 

I have nothing against these ascriptions if (and only if) theology remains 

free to decide how it will respond (anct rectct) to its asc:riptions. Response im

plies a critical distinction between ascription and the way in which the as· 

cription is actualized. Unfortunately a financictl crisis (in state, economy, and 

churches), or the conditions of Bologna, or of a >>new public management11 

threaten the preservation of both this critical distinction anct of academir.free
dom. 

2. Theology must be »free« to respond to these challenges in a responsible 

way. Theology's cha11enge and possihlt~ ~ift to thf' puhlic sphere r.onsists ofits 
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response to the challenges. The theological responses of course never »fit« ex
actly with the expectations. A carefully nuanced answer may offer less, but 
maybe partially more and perhaps differently than was initially anticipated 
by the question. The example of Protestant ethics is relevant here. Protestant 

ethics is concerned both with preserving values in order to stabilize the state 
and the state's destabilization by prophetic critique. An appropriate place for 
Protestant ethics is in between the critique of the state in favor of differenti

ating ethics from politics and the transformation of the public sphere. Protes
tantism has historically been a paradigm for a fruitful rnethodology in peda
gogy (until the Jesuits stepped into its shoes). Protestant schools are an 
attractive alternative today to the state school system. 

Theology's responses are challenges and gifts by themselves. The duality 
of challenge and gift consists of the following. First, theology's response is a 

challenge to speak in one's own words (like Levinas who draws the distinc· 
tion in French between dire and dit); do not only quote or repeat the authori
ties. This challenge has an ethical dimension: to respond by accepting one's 
own responsibility for the response. Second theology's response is a gift be
cause the response (not the answer) gives more than was asked for. The fol

lowing danger remains: Protestantism criticized the Roman Catholic tradition 
for its attitude of the beati possidentes with their thesaurus. Protestantism 

runs the same risk as time goes on. 

3. Reformation theology can offer an alternative to the neo-liberal ideology 
currently reigning in universities and local congregations. Reformation the
ology has a significant affinity to an economy. It has a sense for the gift and 
communication taking p1ace beyond economies of exchange (as Derrida has 
pointed out). Reformation theology can »cultivate« this sense by pointing out 
the differences between exchange and gift. For example, >>to share« something, 
like bread or fish, means to live in community together without asking for a 
reward. Sharing is also a mode of living together that is beyond mere altru
ism (as in the egoism of a species or group). The wonderful metaphor of gift 

may inspire theologians to Iook for modes of communication in the spirit of 
»communion«. My suggestion might be called a mere >>request program<<, 

which is more imaginary than real. That may be true, but the editors of this 
volume have issued the request for further transformation. Such requests 
may be {more or less) wishful thinking, but these imagined directions can be 
more real than what is actually true if they become real by orienting theo
logical development and research. Transformations of Reformation theology 
should not only be seen as syllogistic, but also as abductive or imaginative. The 
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ath of discovering that which is not already »given« (in French, dit, in Eng
~sh, said) means to invent and imagine future possibilities. Theology cannot 

live without imaginative possibilities. 

4. ls it possible to imagine an ))/nvestigative theology«? What might it Iook like? 
Such a theology might, for example, provide a perspective in society (in cul
ture andin the critique of culture) for investigating what is overlooked and miss
ing in the public sphere. Ethics usually takes up theology's task to Iook at the 
public sphere. However, every discipline should assume a public and political 
task. Critical hermeneutics can even be used to investigate public discourse. 

Similarly ;;inventive theology« might sound - even for Protestants- hereti
cal. Doesn't theology have to say what the thing actually is (quod res est)? The
ology's task is usually not seen in terms of invention, but in terms insisting 
on doctrine (of justification, etc.) and on the truth (of Christian faith). Yet 
Luther was quite innovative in his linguistic and theological construals; 
Schleiermacheras weil, Barth, perhaps, and so on. The inventive characterof 
theology usually becomes visible where it becomes readable and audible. 

5. Imagination, investigation, invention - but what about the iconic compe
tence of theology - especially in the Reformation tradition? There is in my 
view one last but not least transformation required in the Reformation tradi
tion. The situation is urgent. Protestant theologians have been well educated 
to pay acute attention to texts, literature, words, language, and speech. Lin
guistic competence is a requirement for theology. But theology shows an 
amazing iconic incompetence. I find this tobe a serious prob lern. The religion 
of the ward becomes illiterate in the time of icons. Iconic illiteracy is a dire 
situation especially today in view of the visual culture in which we live (and 
perhaps even live by). But how can one develop a deep theological under
standing of icons or religious images? By revitalizing the cult of saints? I 
would prefer not to go in this direction. By the multimedia-transformation into 

Mega-Churches? Again, I would prefer not to, because 1 fear that this trans
formation is solely an iconic imitation that overwhelms its spectators. 

Jncarnation theology is a familiar theological resource that favors images. 
This resource for cultivating an iconic Iiteracy is possible, but it would be 
a strictly kataphatic way of legitimizing images. The more Protestant theo
logical locus that legitimates images is the theologia crucis. The first and 
central image of Christianity is the scene of the crucifixion. That may give rise 

to t~e idea of ~n original impression ( Urimpression) of the image ofChrist and 
Chnst as an Image. The image in this sense has an intrinsic connection to 
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death and may have a life after the death of the one depicted on the cross. The 
ability tO make present what is absent is the Strange power of the image. ]s 
it possible thatimages can compete with the sacrarnents (especially with com

munion)? 

To give an exarnple: Let us recaU the fabrication of the effigies Lutheri. These 
effigies were representations of Luther in enormous nineteenth-century 
statues. Another example of an effigy is the sculpture that makes Luther 
present like the presence of a King in effigie. Such a presence has been a 
reality since 1663 in the Marian Ubrary (Marienbibliothek) beside the Market 
Church (Marktkirche) in Halle an der Saale. Lukas Schöne used the original 
wax replicas of Luther's head and hands for his construction of Luther's life

size effigy. Thus Luther's »real presence« is staged. 
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There is a remarkable difference between Luther's death mask and its revised 
version in the effigy that could be the topic for another paper. The mask rep
resents Luther's »saved presence« in a modestand tactful way. Its revision in 
the Schöne sculpture shows it in a strange light. The baroque vividness and 
realism contribute to the scary irnpression. The revision shows a comptete 
head, modelled in wax. Natural hair was added and the facial expressionwas 
worked out, mouth and chin, glass eyes placed into the opened eyelids. The 
revision seems to simulate a revival, if not a >>resurrection« by its iconic pres
entation. The complete figure was exhibited in the Hbrary until 1943, when 
it was transferred to a safe in a bank_ The head and the hands are now shown 
in aseparate room in the Market Church. 
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Whatever one may see here, it is more than a mere representation of Luther. 
It is an indexical, iconic, and symbolic presentation of Luther's death mask 

in an artificial way- perhaps not only for the sake of memory, but as imag

ined presence. 

6. Lastbut not least, Reformation theology has a broad complex of cultural and 
anthropological insights. It might be a worthy endeavour to interpret culture 
today in light of these insights, which include: the complex of passivity, af
fects, and nature. I highlight just one aspect. A traditional Reformation in
sight, often thought to be quite ridiculous, is that we are justified »merely pas
sively«. Modernity privileges the opposite: activity, autonomy, and autarky; 
modernity cannot make any sense of this claim of Luther's soteriology. I 
want to suggest that the Reformation insight into mere passivity can inspire 
us to think about humanity and culture in the current crisis of subjectivity 
and autonomy. Insofar as the active and autonomaus subject is the model of 
modern perception and rational reconstruction, this active subject might ap
pear as lacking in passivity or, at least, lacking sense for passivity. 

Passivity is not only a lack of activity. Passivity is not only a suffering and 

the inconvenient situation of illness. We live by other passivities, such as: be

ing born, being loved, being exposed to others, being seen and being heard, 
etc. We find ourse1ves fundamentally in passive positions. What does this 

mean? These passivities can become the driving forces of life: vita passiva as 
passionate life. Man and culture aredriven by passions: but how and by which 

ones? 
»Passions' performance« means that religious symbols are symptoms of 

basic forms of passivity (in creation, in sin, in redemption or salvation, etc.). 

Religion therefore is a culture of passivity and theology needs to cultivate a 
special senseforthe diverse passive positions of (religlous) life. In this regard, 
it may be helpful to develop a hermeneutic of religion by considering reli
gion's passions and passivities. At the very least, God's ))pathoS(( and faith are 

two crucial passions. They signify a challenge to theology to understand 

these )Jcalculated absurdities« as symbols for living with oragainst these pas

sivities. Insofar as life flourishes when one lives tagether with these passiv
Wes, they are »salvific«. Insofar as 1ife is a living hell when one Hves against 

and without them, they are »evil«. 
If faith is not primarily cognition or agency ( or will), but a feeling, as 

Schleiermacher put it; then faith is pathosrather than Logos or ethos (cogni
tion or will). Is God primarily determined by God's cognition or will? Scholas
tic theology has advocated both positions, either in the Thomistic or the Fran-
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ciscan tradition. If »God is Iove«, is God not primarily determined by cognition 

or will, but by the passion of being a »loving fathen(, i.e. by God's passion for 

human persons and their salvatiun? It is Iove then that moves God. It is Iove 

that determines the concept of God. 

One might object that Iove as metaphorical attribute of God is not merely 
a passion or an emotion, but that it is the rational and the purely good.3 I do 

not want to contradict myself, but the model for cognition and speech here is 
a (conceptual) metaphor taken from the field of passions and emotions, no 

more, but no less either. This entails thinking and speaking of God in the 

mode of pathos, as a significant Reformation tradition. 

3 
I am not asking that the narrative. ( . . . 

f 
s anrl hrstory) of the r.oncept of God he »ptrrrfled« 

rom revenge or anger. 
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